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Data Science Group www.dsg.ai
Categories
Data science
consulting
Scientific modeling
Predictive analysis
Big data analytics

Company Profile
Data Science Group (DSG) has recently launched
e-volve, the world's first AI performance
management platform for financial institutions,
allowing investors, hedge funds, insurance
companies, and banks to retain and improve
their business performance automatically over
time. The e-volve has been validated across
dozens of enterprise use cases globally,
providing financial institutions the ability to
monitor and optimize AI-enabled business
processes. e-volve relies on the most cuttingedge machine learning technologies developed
by world-renowned AI experts while mitigating
risk through the highest level of AI governance.
DSG's vision is to enable any financial institution
to enjoy the fruits of the AI revolution while
ensuring their AI models are safe and accurate in
production environments. With extensive
reports to business stakeholders, regulators, and
research teams, e-volve allows every member of
your organization to feel protected and included
in the process of implementing reliable AI
innovations safely over time.
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I Know First

https://iknowfirst.com/

Category

Company Profile

Stock Forecast Based
On a Predictive
Algorithm

I Know First developed an advanced predictive
algorithm for capital markets that utilizes artificial
intelligence and machine learning. It generates daily
predictions for more than 10,500 assets and ranks
them to discover the best investment opportunities.
The coverage includes stocks, currencies,
commodities, ETFs, interest rates, and market indices
from over 50 global stock exchanges in the USA,
Canada, Europe, Hong Kong, China, Australia,
Singapore, Japan, India and more. The I Know First
algorithm is designed for large financial institutions,
e.g. banks and hedge funds, Asset management
firms, family offices and wealth management firms,
as well as private investors looking for an advanced
algorithmic trade support system. Over the last
years, I Know First received several international
awards, including Best International Start-Up Award
for its AI Predictive Algorithm at Geneva WealthTech
Forum.
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BondIT

https://bonditglobal.com/

Category

Company Profile

Algorithmic Portfolio
Management
Platform

BondIT is an independent portfolio construction
technology provider for fixed income. Empowering
today’s portfolio manager and financial advisor,
BondIT’s scalable technology platform leverages
machine learning and data science techniques to
provide optimized portfolios and analysis without
sacrificing flexibility. The platform allows for the
seamless onboarding of internal models as well as
downstream connectivity to existing portfolio
management and trading systems.
BondIT is privately owned and data-agnostic, paving
the way for financial institutions of all sizes to
integrate via API’s and power their investment
technologies.
BondIT movie
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n1GccJ6PKs4
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FundGuard

https://www.fundguard.com/

Category

Company Profile

AI-powered Investment
Management Platform

FundGuard is a next generation (SaaS, AI,
collaboration) fund accounting and administration
platform. The company is engaged with leading
banks and asset managers to address operations and
cloud efficiencies, digital transformation, as well as
NAV oversight and contingency. The company was
founded by industry insiders with deep investments
operations and product backgrounds, as well as
enterprise cloud and data science experts.
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ShareGain

https://sharegain.com/

Category

Company Profile

Securities lending
platform

Sharegain is aiming to open up the global securities
lending market to individual investors, allowing them
to access a market largely restricted to institutional
investors. Sharegain enables investors to lend their
stocks, bonds, and ETFs and generate additional
returns on them.
The company provides investors with the ability to
generate a practically risk-free return without the
legacy issues current incumbents have to deal with.
https://sharegain.com/about-us/#elementoraction%3Aaction%3Dpopup%3Aopen%26settings%3
DeyJpZCI6IjIyNDkiLCJ0b2dnbGUiOmZhbHNlfQ%3D%
3D
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